Abstract-Validation is required to ensure automated segmentation algorithms are suitable for radiotherapy target definition. In the absence of true segmentation, algorithmic segmentation is validated against expert outlining of the region of interest. Multiple experts are used to overcome inter-expert variability. Several approaches have been studied in the literature, but the most appropriate approach to combine the information from multiple expert outlines, to give a single metric for validation, is unclear. None consider a metric that can be tailored to case-specific requirements in radiotherapy planning. Validation index (VI), a new validation metric which uses experts' level of agreement was developed. A control parameter was introduced for the validation of segmentations required for different radiotherapy scenarios: for targets close to organs-at-risk and for difficult to discern targets, where large variation between experts is expected. VI was evaluated using two simulated idealized cases and data from two clinical studies. VI was compared with the commonly used Dice similarity coefficient and found to be more sensitive than the to the changes in agreement between experts. VI was shown to be adaptable to specific radiotherapy planning scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ADIOTHERAPY planning requires segmentation of target and normal tissue structures. Mostly, this is performed manually on 2-D slices by experts and is time consuming. Wider use of adaptive radiotherapy (ART) has increased the need for automated segmentation algorithms [1] - [6] . Validation of these algorithms is important to assess their suitability for the clinic. Expert opinion, i.e., manual outlining of the region of interest (ROI) is commonly used for validation. Outlines from two or more experts are used to overcome inter-expert variability, i.e., the uncertainty in ground truth. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates a case in which an algorithmic segmentation (thick line) is validated by comparison with two experts' outlines. Several regions may be defined: where the algorithm agrees with both experts (1), one expert (2) , and neither expert (3) , and where experts agree but the algorithm does not (4) . How should these agreements and differences amongst expert outlines be used for quantitative validation?
The Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [7] , the ratio of the volume of intersection of two segmentations to their mean volume, is a commonly used metric for the validation of automated segmentation algorithms in radiotherapy [1] - [6] . Often, in the case of multiple outlines, the DSC is calculated for an ROI (i.e., the segmentation) and each expert outline individually. DSCs are then averaged over all outlines. This metric will be referred to as . It does not use the knowledge of expert agreements and disagreements which becomes important in the context of target definition for radiotherapy planning. Segmentation of radiotherapy volumes should be tailored to case-specific clinical requirements. For example, in the case of a target close to an organ-at-risk (OAR), to minimize dose to the OAR, a conservative segmentation algorithm is required [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Validation of this algorithm should penalize segmentation of regions in which few experts' agree. In the case of a target which is difficult to discern such as breast tissue, an inclusive segmentation algorithm may be required. To avoid under-dosage to the target, validation should consider all the regions of experts outline [see Fig. 1(c) ].
An approach, that incorporates the uncertainty in ground truth, is to perform validation based on the regions [see Fig. 1(a) ] with different levels of agreement between multiple experts. This study proposes to evaluate segmentation algorithm performance by measuring spatial overlaps of algorithmic segmentation with these regions, i.e., levels of agreement between multiple experts. Spatial overlaps with regions where fewer experts agree were penalized because it is less likely that they represent ground truth. These spatial overlap measures were weighted and summed up to report a single evaluation metric.
Kouwenhoven et al. [8] presented a conformity index to measure the similarity amongst manual outlines. A Sum Rule [9] approach was used to combine levels of agreement between experts. It did not consider the validation of a single region (algorithmic segmentation) with expert outlines, nor did it consider specific clinical requirements. (2), and neither expert (3), and where experts agree but the algorithm does not (4) . Image (b) shows an example segmentation and (c) shows an example segmentation . Both and are for the same ROI validated by three expert outlines E1, E2, and E3.
The motivation for this work was to develop a method for validating segmentation of computed tomography (CT) images used in radiotherapy treatment planning that incorporates the opinions of several experts.
Our aim was to develop the validation index (VI), a single figure-of-merit, for validation of algorithmic segmentation of ROIs used in radiotherapy planning that uses the level of agreement between multiple experts. Herein, algorithmic segmentation is referred to as segmentation. VI can be adapted to the specific radiotherapy requirements by adjusting the importance of the regions for which greater numbers of experts agree. It was developed by constructing a reference standard from multiple expert outlines and adapting the DSC to measure the conformity between the segmentation and levels of agreement within the reference standard. The use of VI to validate segmentation is demonstrated using simulated and clinical datasets. Robustness of VI to the number of experts and its use in specific radiotherapy planning scenarios was evaluated.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The analysis presented here can be used for 2-D and 3-D data, using pixels and voxels, respectively. In the text, points refer to either the pixels or voxels. In this section, the derivation of VI is presented and clinical datasets, used to evaluate VI, are described.
A. Description of the Validation Index
To develop a validation metric, a multi-expert reference standard was built using multiple expert outlines and the levels of agreement between experts. The reference standard represents the best estimate of the ground truth, i.e., the true segmentation. Experts' level of agreement was defined by the volume of overlap, , the volume formed by the agreement of experts [see Fig. 2(a) ]. The concept of membership value was introduced for these volumes of overlap , defined as the proportion of agreeing experts,
. Where was the number of experts agreeing and was the total number of experts. Membership value, , represented the probability that a volume of overlap is ground truth, when all experts agree and reduces as fewer experts are in agreement.
Next, the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) was adapted to validate the segmentation with individual volumes of overlap of the reference standard. Validation was performed iteratively. For expert outlines, whole segmentation, , was compared with (the volume for which all experts agree). The partial segmentation, , (the portion of not coincident with ), was compared with . The partial segmentation , (the portion of , not coincident with ), was compared with , and so on. Segmentation , which is validated by experts, is defined by (1) For each volume of overlap was calculated using
The validation measure (VM) of a specific point was defined as the product of its membership value and , given by
The set of validation measures gave a description of the conformity between the segmentation and experts' outlines. VMs can be averaged in order to report the validation results using a single "figure-of-merit." A weight parameter for the validation measures was introduced. Intuitively, weights should be greatest when all experts agree and reduce as fewer experts agree. Weights were defined using the volumes of experts' agreements , and were given by (4) where is control parameter introduced to allow adjustment of the weights according to specific radiotherapy planning requirements.
Validation index (VI) is the weighted average of the validation measures, given by (5) Control parameter can be set to zero or any positive value. For , all membership values have weight equal to their fractional volumes in the reference standard. Higher values will increase the weight of the highest membership values. For describes a normalized frequency at which the membership values occur for a given set of outlines. An illustration of a three-expert reference standard and how validation is performed is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
B. Datasets
Two simulated, idealized datasets (A and B) and two clinical datasets (C and D) were used to evaluate VI. The first, A, comprised three cases, each consisting of three expert outlines and a segmentation, each had equal volume (V), see Fig. 3 . These cases varied from each other only in terms of the volumes of overlap , and . The second dataset, B, comprised two cases designed to illustrate how VI can be adapted for specific radiotherapy planning requirements. These were conservative segmentation, , (case B1) and inclusive segmentation, , (case B2). For dataset A, the reference standard was formed by three idealized expert outlines each with volume (V). was equal to the intersection of three expert outlines , and was equal to the union of the expert outlines . Table I gives the details of the volumes of overlap and corresponding percentage overlaps with the segmentation, for datasets A and B. Clinical datasets were obtained from two algorithm validation studies. In both studies, 2-D slices were used for validation. Dataset C compared different algorithms for segmentation of fibroglandular breast tissue from computed tomography (CT) images [10] . Three experts (one clinical oncologist and two radiologists) outlined the fibroglandular tissue on 12 mid-breast CT images (from three patients). An example of expert outlines and the corresponding reference standard is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively. Our previous study [11] showed that the fuzzy c-means method with three classes (fat, fibroglandular, and background) gives accurate breast tissue segmentation and therefore this method was used to generate segmentations for each of the 12 slices. Clinical dataset D was generated by Kaus et al. [12] , [13] to validate an automated brain tissue segmentation method. Four experts outlined brain, tumor, ventricles, and necrosis on 10 magnetic resonance images (MRI, one from each of 10 patients). In the present study, VI was calculated for segmentation of brain tissue and tumor, a total of 20 outlines. An example of experts' outlines of brain tissue, and the corresponding reference standard is shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) , respectively. (all experts agree, ), (two experts agree, ), and (no expert agreement, ). From case A1 to A3, the volume of agreement of all three experts increases. 
C. Evaluation of VI
The VI and ( as defined in the introduction, is an average of DSCs of all individual outlines) were evaluated and compared for simulated dataset A and the two clinical datasets C and D. The effect of the control parameter on the validation index was investigated for all datasets. For each dataset VI was calculated with , and 10. VI for two indicative radiotherapy planning requirements was evaluated by comparing VI as a function of for a conservative segmentation and an inclusive segmentation i.e., case B1 and case B2, respectively. The effect of number of experts on VI and was analyzed using datasets C and D. Variations in VI with different number of experts may be influenced by variation between experts. Inter-expert variations were measured for both clinical datasets using DSC. VI and were calculated using all experts, (this was called the primary group) and excluding one expert at a time from the primary group. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for statistical differences between VI calculated using the primary group (all experts) and the groups with one expert removed.
III. RESULTS
A. Comparison of VI and
VI and
for datasets A, C, and D are given in Table II . Both VI and increased with increasing agreement between the three experts in the idealized cases A1, A2, and A3. For these three cases, the relative change in the metrics from case to case (i.e., increasing agreement, ) was higher for VI than the . This suggests VI was more sensitive than to the changes in agreement between the experts. For all datasets, VIs were smaller than , this will be further considered in the discussion section. Fig. 5(a) and (b) presents the VI as a function of for dataset A and datasets C and D, respectively. For these datasets, VI increases with the increasing control parameter . This is because the volume of overlap with highest membership value has the largest spatial overlap (DSC) with the segmentation and for higher weights the highest membership value gets more weighting. For only the volumes with the highest agreement contribute noticeably to the VI and therefore VI asymptotes towards a maximum value of VI. The validation index for two different segmentation cases, case B1 and B2, as a function of control parameter is presented in Fig. 5(c) . For the conservative segmentation (case B1), the behavior of VI is the same as for the clinical cases i.e., VI increases with increasing . For the inclusive segmentation (case B2), VI decreases with increase in . In this case, the volume of overlap with has lower overlap (DSC) with the segmentation, compared to the volume with the next lowest membership value, . Increasing increases the contribution from volumes with higher membership values and therefore VI decreases in this case. For a conservative segmentation algorithm greater weight should be used. For an inclusive segmentation algorithm lower weight ( or 1) should be used. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the DSC for the segmentation and each expert outline of fibroglandular breast tissue and brain tumor, respectively. The variation between expert outlines of the same structure varied between cases. The inter-expert variation for brain tissue (not shown) was similar to that for brain tumor. Kruskal-Wallis tests of fibroglandular and brain tissue DSCs showed no significant difference between experts and a weak significant difference between experts for brain tumor DSCs.
B. Effect of Control Parameter,
C. Variation Between Experts
D. Effect of Number of Experts on VI
Mean validation metrics for each group of experts for the fibroglandular tissue, brain tissue, and brain tumor are presented in Fig. 7 . DSCs between observers were similar and therefore we do not expect the VI and to vary due to variations between observers. Both the mean VI and the mean DSC for the primary group and groups with one less expert outline were similar. There were no significant differences between these groups, for all the respective segmentation structures.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed and evaluated the validation index (VI) a metric for validation of segmentation using two or more expert outlines. We constructed VI by taking into account the levels of agreement between expert outlines and adapting the DSC. In case of VI calculation by a single expert outline and also in the case of complete agreement amongst expert outlines, (5) reduces to the DSC. The DSC has been shown to be a simple and useful statistical validation metric, which can be applied to studies of accuracy and reproducibility [14] . A study of VI as statistical validation metrics needs to be undertaken using larger datasets. The VI satisfies the following properties. 1) Equals zero if segmentation and expert outlines are disjoint and equals 1 if segmentation and all expert outlines overlap perfectly.
2) The contribution of a point to VI depends on the number of experts who have validated it. (The higher the number of validations, the greater its weight). 3) For two or more cases, where experts' volumes of overlap, expert outlines and overlap of segmentation with the reference standard are identical, the VI is higher for the smaller segmented volume. 4) For two or more cases where segmented volume and overlap of segmentation with the reference standard are identical, the VI is higher for the smaller outlined volumes. Both a membership value and a weighting parameter are required for the validation index, as also shown by two examples in Appendix B. Membership value is important as it explicitly incorporates the uncertainty (in the ground truth) in the validation, whereas weighting parameter is needed to make the validation index sensitive to volume of experts' agreement.
We introduced the concept of membership value to define the probability of a point being within the ground truth ROI. The basic principle of the proposed membership value can be said to build upon the coverage probability concept [15] which is defined as the probability for a point to be covered by the ROI. This concept has been used for number of applications which include probability-based planning [15] , [16] , construction of the average ROI from the repeat scans [17] , and also to measure similarity amongst two or more expert outlines [8] . The exact definitions of this probability are different, for example in Kouwenhoven et al. [8] the value of the probability for a point covered by just one expert outline is zero whereas in our formulation it has a finite value.
There are a number of other studies in the literature that have used experts' agreement (and disagreement) for validation. Chalana et al. [18] proposed a method to generate a gold standard boundary by averaging multiple expert outlines and derived statistics to validate the algorithmic segmentation. Crum et al. [19] used fuzzy set theory, developing a framework for generalized overlap measures which can be used to validate fuzzy segmentation (fractional labelling) and compute a validation metric for multiple images and labels. Warfield et al. [20] developed the STAPLE (simultaneous truth and performance level estimation) algorithm for validation of image segmentation using the expectation-maximization framework. Another validation approach evaluates and combines several comparison metrics, such as volumetric overlap and volume difference which can provide complementary information using a scoring system to have a single evaluation criterion [21] , [22] . However, the most appropriate approach for a given validation is dominated by the requirements of the segmentation application. The strength of the VI, a simple overlap measure, developed in this study is that it explicitly incorporates the uncertainty in ground truth in the validation process. . The high value of the DSC is misleading given the small level of agreement amongst expert outlines. Also with an increase in size of any one of the experts and remaining constant, VI will ultimately reduce to 0, but will never become smaller than 0.38.
The performance of VI with respect to a common validation metric, the , was evaluated using the three simulated cases (dataset A) and two clinical datasets (datasets C and D), see Table II . VI was found to be more sensitive than the to the change in agreement between experts for dataset A. In all cases, VI was smaller than the corresponding . does not take into account the levels of agreement between expert outlines and therefore will tend to overestimate the conformity between outlines and segmentation.
An idealized segmentation case can be analyzed to illustrate the benefit of using the knowledge of the experts' agreement. In this example (Fig. 8) , a segmentation (S) was validated using two experts' outlines (E1, E2). All three have the same volume (V) with 50% overlap between two experts and 75% S overlaps with each expert. For this case, . Zijdenbos et al. [23] recommends that implies good agreement between segmentation and experts, however this can be misleading considering the small level of agreement ( V) amongst experts. Moreover, if remains constant but the experts outlines increase, VI will reduce to 0 whereas will never be less than 0.38. Another case can be analyzed to illustrate the effect of volume of experts' outline on validation index (VI). In this example (Fig. 9) , segmentation (S) was validated using two experts' outlines (E1, E2). Both expert outlining and segmentation have the volume (V) with 90% overlap between two experts and 85% S overlap with each expert, for this case . Considering that the segmented volume (S) and overlap of segmentation with the reference standard remains constant, and the experts' outlined volume, ( and ) are varied . For this example, VI increases with decrease in the volume of experts' outline, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . This change in VI is more pronounced for change in than for change in , further the change in VI is linear for small fractional variations in the experts' outlined volume as expected from our analytical analysis, given in Appendix A.
We have demonstrated the possibility of adapting the VI for the specific requirements in radiotherapy by choosing an appropriate value of control parameter . For a segmentation algorithm that behaves conservatively a higher value of will yield a higher VI when the algorithm conforms more precisely to volumes of overlap with higher membership values. Conversely, a lower value of could be chosen if we wish to have a higher value of VI when the algorithm is more inclusive. The choice of control parameter should be made cautiously depending on the requirements of specific situation. Generally, the use of control parameter might be a good choice because as mentioned earlier this weighting represents an estimate of the probability density function.
It is desirable to have a validation metric that could be used unambiguously to compare studies in which different numbers of expert outlines are used. It has been shown that both VI and the were unaffected by the number of experts used for the validation (Fig. 7) .
does not utilize the knowledge of the experts' agreement. Moreover, the cannot be adapted for the specific requirement in radiotherapy planning.
The main limitation of the current study is that the VI was evaluated using a limited number of clinical images and idealized test cases. In this regard, the VI needs to be evaluated with larger clinical datasets of various regions of interest. The sensitivity of the VI to the levels of expert agreement has been demonstrated qualitatively using three datasets A1, A2, and A3, and analytically under certain conditions (see Appendix A). However, the systematic sensitivity analysis of the VI needs to be performed to quantitatively assess this sensitivity. Monte Carlo simulations could be used to assess the sensitivity of the VI to the levels of expert agreements. Harris et al. [24] , in their study to characterize the target volume changes during breast radiotherapy using implanted fiducial markers, used modelling to evaluate the uncertainty in volumes and similarity indices measured for the patient data and calculated corresponding confidence intervals. Gibson et al. [25] , presented a statistical power calculation model incorporating image registration uncertainty, also used Monte Carlo simulation to assess the accuracy and sensitivity of their model.
V. CONCLUSION
This study developed and evaluated a new metric, validation index, for the validation of algorithmic segmentation using outlines from multiple experts that satisfied the desirable properties. This validation index (VI) could be adapted for specific situations in radiotherapy. VI may be used for a range of validation studies such as an evaluation of algorithmic segmentation methods, and assessment of a new observer in radiotherapy with respect to experienced experts. The VI, a suitable validation metric, presented here is expected to help in the development of automated segmentation methods for radiotherapy treatment planning.
APPENDIX A
The properties that VI satisfies are listed in the discussion. The property four is, "For two or more cases where segmented volume and overlap of segmentation with the reference standard are identical, the VI is higher for the smaller outlined volumes". To compute analytically the effect of experts' outlined volume on the VI under the constraints that segmented volume ( ) and overlap of segmentation with the reference standard remains constant, we consider (5) and, for any n changes to where, and for (5) In (5), substituting for and considering the corresponding validation index be (6) The reciprocal of total summed weights becomes Here, was used, which comes from the assumption that is very small with respect to 1, i.e., . We have (7) From (6), we have (8) Taking closer look at the second term Assuming that is very small with respect to , using the expansion mentioned earlier and ignoring second order terms we arrive at (9) From (7), (8) , and (9), see the equation at the bottom of the page. Assuming that second term in the square bracket is very small with respect to first, and ignoring the second term we arrive at (10) Hence, for two or more cases where the segmented volume and the overlap of segmentation with the reference standard are identical, the VI is higher for the smaller outlined volumes. Therefore under the constraints VI increases linearly with decrease in experts' outlined volume. Furthermore, this change in VI is more pronounced for change in the volume formed by higher number of experts. APPENDIX B Fig. 10 illustrates the requirement for a weighting parameter for the validation index. Consider an example of two experts' outlines used to validate segmentation (S). All three have the equal volume (V) with 90% overlap between two experts ( V and V) and 95% overlap of S with each expert, see Fig. 10 . If we calculate validation measures for two levels of agreement, e.g., and , these would be 0.95 and 0.33, respectively. By simply summing these without taking into account volumes of these agreements , which would be quite difficult to interpret. In this case, without weights, VI would not go below 0.95, given that S remains unchanged, irrespective of the value of . Therefore the weights are required to ensure VI is sensitive to the experts' agreements and disagreements. Fig. 11 highlights the importance of membership value for the validation index. The membership value is impor- Fig. 10 An example: Validation of algorithmic segmentation (S) by two experts (E1 and E2), all having equal volume (V). In this case, if the weighting parameter is not used than VI would be 1.28, which is difficult to interpret as such. tant as it explicitly incorporates the uncertainty (in the ground truth) in the validation. Consider an example of two experts' outlines used to validate segmentation (S). Both experts have equal volume (V) with no overlap between two experts and V), and segmentation has volume (2V) and it completely overlaps with the two experts V), see Fig. 11 . The VI , without using the membership value, would be 1, which is not sensible as there is no agreement between experts. Whereas VI for the proposed formulation , including the membership value , would be 0.5, which seems more sensible.
